Retail

Molded architectural components for retail applications

Formglas is the world’s largest manufacturer of custom-cast gypsum and
cement-based architectural shapes.
Since 1961, we have created custom manufactured solutions for high quality molded stone and concrete textured
finishes, luxurious cold cast metallic shapes and precision-engineered cast gypsum and cement surfaces. Our range
of products dramatically reduce installation time and costs, provide enhanced aesthetic appearance and ensure
years of durability and beauty.

Formglas is the choice of leading retailers, architects, designers and
commercial contractors worldwide.
Our customers demand a premium product made to exacting standards and shipped to meet stringent project
timelines. With over 45 years of experience, our sales and technical teams work in close collaboration with
clients to realize cost effective and labor saving solutions whether at the conceptual design stage, or by value
engineering existing construction plans.

Formglas is ready to serve you anywhere in the world.

Representative Offices
throughout USA,
Canada, Central and
South America

Manufacturing
Headquarters,
Toronto, Canada

Representative Offices throughout
Europe, the Middle East and
South-East Asia

Regional Sales Office,
Dubai, UAE

Design Engineering Office,
Tokyo, Japan
Manufacturing Facility, Shenzhen, China

Regional Sales Office,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Our 250,000 square foot, ISO 9001:2000 certified manufacturing headquarters in Toronto, Canada is backed
by an experienced team of more than 275 design engineers, project managers, technical sales consultants and
production professionals. Here, advanced patterns and molds are designed and manufactured, ongoing research
and development is performed and material production for most western hemisphere markets is carried out.
Formglas’ production facility in China is often used for projects in Asia and the Middle East, when there are lead
time and logistics considerations.

Shaping Possibilities

interior

and exterior

lightweight gypsum and cement cast solutions

MetalCast®
Buffed to a lustrous sheen, MetalCast®
has the soft glow of an antique or
burnished cast metal. Ideal where fine
detail and texture are required.

QuarryCast®
A molded stone with a sandstone/
limestone appearance that is available
in limitless molded shapes or flat veneer
panels, in a range of standard earth tones
and custom colours.
GRC
Glassfiber-reinforced cement (GRC) can be molded into virtually any shape for exteriors
applications. Used where intricate detail is required and suitable in high traffic areas due to
the material’s inherent durability.

GRG
Used in countless interior ceiling, and wall applications,
glassfiber-reinforced gypsum (GRG) is a white “thin cast” alpha
gypsum that is lightweight, strong and easily installed.

Enhance your brand
with cast architectural solutions by Formglas

The Formglas advantage:

 Over 45 years experience, including a two decade track record with leading global retail brands
 Architecturally-trained professionals work with you from concept design to store launch
 Materials offer an infinite array of shapes, colors and textures that bring innovative designs to reality, and ensure tight 		
adherence to visual and brand standards

 Components are carefully engineered to cost effectively facilitate prototype site adaptations
 Lightweight, non-combustible and pre-formed materials are a durable and cost-effective alternative to drywall, millwork, tile,
metal, stone and environmentally unfriendly materials

 Proven global manufacturing and logistics capabilities support global build-out programs
 Factory-direct project managers seamlessly interact with the job site to ensure schedule adherence
 Advanced manufacturing technologies produce precision fit components that save installation time and cost
 Pioneering R&D investments enable us to develop materials and applications for most applications
 Quality management processes are embedded throughout our service and manufacturing processes

Case Study

Icon Shoes: From Concept to Creation
When Icon Shoes required assistance bringing the concept of
their flagship to reality, while adhering to Yorkdale Shopping
Center’s façade design requirements for a stone effect,
Formglas provided the ideal solution. QuarryCast® panels and
moldings manufactured by Formglas provided an elegant, cost
effective and durable solution.

Architectural concept drawings were converted into manufacturing
production drawings by Formglas’ skilled and experienced design
engineering team.
The QuarryCast® material was manufactured with the desired consistency in color
and texture, and delivered to the job site on schedule.

Atlanta, GA

Consistent multi-store roll-outs with

significant reductions
in time and cost

Chicago, IL

Dallas, TX

Las Vegas, NV

Maintaining Brand Consistency

Glendale, WI

Formglas’ dedicated Account
Teams ensure all projects are
precisely executed from start to
finish, including:
 Project Management
 Design Concept Consultation
 Take-offs and Pricing
 Mold Design and Engineering
 Color and Material Formulations
 Production and Logistics
 Ongoing Value Engineering

Contact Formglas
to arrange for a no
obligation review of
your project today
Installation was completed in a matter
of days with Formglas’ lightweight, noncombustible product. Veneer panels
and moldings were easily cut and fitted
by carpentry installers.

endless
choice of colors and textures
Formglas provides a limitless array of non-combustible, lightweight, molded products
Choose from a selection of hundreds of standard colors and textures. Alternatively, create a look that is distinctly yours.
Our R&D and product teams regularly interact with leading design and architectural firms around the world, and can help
you shape possibilities.

infinite shapes
& possibilities
to bring your design vision to reality
Formglas Applications
Trends in retail design are ever changing. Be sure to consider
Formglas for:
Ceilings
Coffers, beams (including simulated wood or steel), drop in
tiles, reflectors, diffusers, domes, vaults, light coves and lattices
Walls
Cornices, crowns, panels, veneer, wainscoting, screens,
columns, pilasters, signage, feature wall motifs, display niches,
casings and light pockets with down or up wall mounted lighting
Exteriors
Cornices, friezes, columns, pilasters, capitals, pedestals,
panels below 10ft AFF for durability (over EIFS), ‘pour in place
forms’ for planters and traffic barriers

Every shape from simple flat panels to complex 3D shapes are
possible with Formglas’ lightweight and durable materials

And much more

Take a Look Inside

QuarryCast® veneer

Plywood (or gypsum board)
substrate

(adhered)

Integral reinforcement at
the perimeter of molding
QuarryCast® corner molding
(screw attached)

Glass

Caulking between QuarryCast®
and other materials

QuarryCast® baseboard with
return (corner) screw attached

Metal channel

Note: All screws are
countersunk and holes
are filled with QuarryCast®
matching grout.

The Company We Keep
Abercrombie & Fitch
After Hours
Ann Taylor LOFT
Baby Gap
Bath & Body Works
Bailey Banks & Biddle
Banana Republic
Bank of Montreal
Barclays Jewelers
The Bay
Ben Sherman
Birks
Bloomingdale’s
The Bombay Company
Bootlegger
Boston Store
Bostonian Shoes
Boutique Didier Guerin
Brooks Brothers
Brookstone
Burberry
Cache
Campus Crew

Carlton Cards
Casual Corners
The Children’s Place
CIBC
Cingular Wireless
Dillard’s
Disney Store
Estee Lauder
Express
Fairweather
Famous Players
Forever 21
The Franklin Mint
Gap
Godiva Chocolatier
H&M
Haagen-Dazs
Hallmark
Holt Renfrew
Kay Jewelers
KeyBank
Kinney Shoes
Kohl’s

Formglas Inc.
International Headquarters and Manufacturing Facility
2 Champagne Drive, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M3J 2C5
Main Line: 416.635.8030 Fax: 416.635.6588
Email: enquiries@formglas.com

www.formglas.com

Laura
Laura Petites
Littman Jewelers
Louis Vuitton
Macy’s
Marks & Spencer
McDonald’s
Nordstrom
Old Navy
The Paradies Shops
Rado
Roots
Royal Bank
Saks Fifth Avenue
Sears
Sephora
Starbucks
Talbots
The Limited
Things Remembered
Tiffany & Co.
Tommy Hilfiger
Victoria’s Secret

